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Dr. De Voss Comments
On Reorganization Plan

Campus-goers were warned tw
the tune of 89 yesterday with
a low of 32. Skies were clear
as per usual.

been given the approval of state
college presidents and the State
Board of Education, would OWMate ifie POsitilihs of deanof ’Men
and dean of women. It
make the public relations officer ty
a legally-provided-for job, and
would place present state college
departments of instruction under
new divisional setups.
Approximately 150 senior studDean DPVINIF pmints-out that
nt I sum
the plan hasn’t been approved and Stanford universities obtained
yet, and that this probably helpful’ job hunting information at
means that It won’t be initiated the Employment seminar held last
before the budget year 1961-52.
night in the Civic auditorium.
"My reason for saying it will be
Successful business executives
several years before it Will have and Santa Clara county and state
much,effect," explained Dean De- employment officials led the disVoss, "is that in 1946, all state cussions. colleges were ordered by the state
Dr. William Poytress. head- of
to put into effect a reorganization the Social Science department, Mr.
plan less extensive than this one: Owen Broyles, and other SJSC
"Up to this date the 1946 plan professors were in attendance.
hasn’t been realized in any of
. Vincent H. Matthews, general
San Jose. I manager of the John Bean West the state colleges.
State college came nearer to / ern-Food Machinery and. Chemiputting it into effect than the cals corporation, keynoted the seother college*, pat the full plan . reltuir by ailing th@ students tha’t
hasn’t been Instituted."
employers in Santa Clara county
-Dean DeVoss went on to say consider them to be part of the
that any attempt to change an in- community.
stitutional organization this way , The students then adjourned to
is dangerous. He said an instftu- the specific interest discussion
tion should be allowed to grow groups, two of which were held
naturally and normally.
on industry, one on retail business,
and one on -government.
<letterel job seeking ’ techniquesthe main subjects In the
elirronittee gatherings.

UP ROUNDUP

Chicago U. Offers
Help to Jobless .

FINANCIAL SUPPORT
LOS ANGLES, April 20.Dr.
Robert M. Hutchins. Chancellor
of the University of Chicago, says
the Academic Senate of that university has approved a plan to
financially aid any University of
California faculty member who is
fired for refusal to sign a loyalty
oath.
Dr. Hutchins said contributions
would be entirely voluntary and
would.be about two per cent of
the contributor’s salary for a year.
VilhilOR1C-AHOOMMIJNIST?
-20.
WASHINGTON, A p
Louis F. I3udenz, former cernmunist and editor of the Daily
Worker, said yesterday that Owen
Lattimore was a member of a
comnumist "cell." but said he did
not know the Far Eastern expert
as Russia’S "top agent" here.

Group Questions
SJS on Dead Week
San Jose State college’s Examination committee is conducting a
"dead week" poll.
Faculty and administration, personnel and college students are
being given a questionnaire by
the group. From the questioning
the committee will attempt to
formulate the college’s future policy concerning the pie -final exam
period.
A background of the dead week
situation. is given in the questionnaire.
The reinstatement of rule seven,
a continuance of the present system, or modification of the present system and rule seven are
three questions asked by the
examination group.

Thar’s Tickets
In Them Shoes-

Assuming ail the proportions of a grudge contest, the San Jose
State college track team entertains the College of Pacific squad
tomorow in what should be a thriller all the way.
The Spartan oval is on S. Seventh street, adjacent 4e--+her-football stadium. Field events will be started promptly at 1:30 p.m.

with the first running event, the
mile, coming at 2 o’clock.
As an added sidelight, Coach
Ted MumWs tumblers will put
on various acts during the meet.
Dope sheet: mile run, Dore Purdy (SJ), first; Jack Kirkpatrick Art ’Yates, Russ Rabeneau, Wally
COP, second; Frank Johnson (SJ),,fhird. 100-yard dash, Bob Crewe Eschleman, Norm Hirshma
’endinn
(COP),
ooks (COP), secdharipanHarderieOPF-fhion
rs ;
Peckham wiii competen.
25-yard. race ,on their hands at
120-yard high hurdles, Brooks (COP), first; Bill Passey (SJJ,
Dale Keyser (COP), third. 880-yard run, Ken Butler C P), first; 1:45. The same men will do some
tumbling later in the meet.
Rueben Derrick (SJ), second; Preston Garmine (COP), third.
Bud Winter’s spikemen have
220-yard- dash, Eddie Macon. (COP), first; Crowe (SJ), second;
run, Bob Weber (SJ), first; Kirk- been installed as early four-point

Al Smith (COP), third. Two-mile
patrick (cop), second; Marion Day (SJ), third. 220-yard low hurdles,
Brooks (COP, first; Jim Gillespie (SJ), second; Moe Hess (COP).
third. Pole vault, George Mattos (SJ), first; Keyser (COP), second;
Bill Voelker (S.1), third. Shot put, Duane Putnam (COP), first; Sid Hall
COP second; Child Pogue (SJ), third.
Javelin, itidPoicli (SJ), first; Lynne Greene (S-J); -second.;
Keger (COP), third. . High jump, Mel Martin (SJ), first; Don Mahaney
(C P) second; Junior Morgan (SJ) and Hal Buck (COP), tied for
third. Discus throw, George Nickels (SJ), first: Greene (SJ), second;
Smith (COP), third. Broad jump, Bill Gallagher (SJ), first; Moe Hess
(COP), second; Ron Maire (SJ), third. Mile relay, COP. 440-yard
dash, Macon (COP), first; Owen Moore (SJ), second; Don Davis
(SJ). third.
Final score: San Jose 671/2, COP 631/2.

Three SJSC Instructors ’A ill Attend
Political Science Association Meeting
The Northern California Regional Political Science association
win have its annual meeting tomorrow at San Francisco State college,
I
according to information received from the Political Science depart-1
ment of San Jose State college, yesterddy.
San Jose State college will be represented at the conference by

Dr. E. C. Campbell, past secretary of the association, ply-lessor
of Political Science, Dr. L S.
Swaiert, assistant professor of
Political Science, and Dean R.
Cresap, assistant professor of
Social Science, both members of
It he association.

Look for the girl with the
"Low Button Shoes" Monday
and two free tickets to the 1930
Revelries production of the same
name will go to the "lucky looker".
If you are the first Spartan
to nee two feet with rather unusual footwear don’t throw up
your hands in disgust. Walk
right up to. the young lady, tap
her on the shoulder and say,
"You’re the gal with the ’Low
Button Shoes’." She will, in
turn, gladly and smilingly hand
you two complimentary ducats
to the forthcoming musicalcomedy show which begins its
four-night run on Wednesday,
April HI.
Monday’s Spartan Daily will
run a picture of the young lady’s
feet and ah, yes, legs, to help
all on-lookers spot the mysterious Miss.
Remember, Monday is the day
to keep heads down! Thai’s
gold in them thar shoes!

By DOUG PRFsTA6t

Dope Sheet Favors Spartans

If the proposed administrative reorganization plan for State
colleges is initiated, it will be a matter of several years before it
will make a drastic change in the present organization.
This is the belief of DsJames C. DeVoss, dean of professiona
education at San Jose State college. The proposed plan, which has

Seminar Leaders
wouldl v e Collegians
Job Information

Ripping off a fast chorus of
"Blue Skies," the weatherman
pockets his swimming trunks
and awaits the two-day vacation
with a getaway call of fair and
cooler for today.

SJS Track Team
Rated Over COP

"Having a member speak on
the association at its annual
tneetIng Is a rare privilege," Dr.
’ Swagert said. "San Jose State
. win have one of its faculty
members speak before members
of northern California college’s
and universities."
Dean Cresap will participate in
a symposium: "The ’Equal but
Separate’ Doctrine, in cases on
Transportation
and
Education
now before the Supreme Court".
This symposium embraces the
segregation probleactuTent
issue today, whiCb_lifeettthel4th
amendment of the United States
Constitution.
The symposium will be presided
over by Charles Fairman, president of the association, and member of the Stanford university
faculty. R. J. Reynolds, Legal
Redress committee, San Francisco
branch of the N.A.A.C.P., will be
chairman.
Walter Laves, deputy-director of
the United Nations Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural organization, will give a speech at a luncheon meeting at 12:30 p.m. in the
Hotel Whitcomb.

-

Idaho College
Dean Praises
SJS Program

DORE PURDY

favorites by the Spartan Daily
sports staff. The San Joseans are
doped out to win five field events
and three track events, but will
have to battle cltar down to the
Expressing
his
compliments wire to beat the talented Tigers.
freely about the i-ollege’s varied
program, especially in the music pi San Jose’s chances will ride
department, Dean L. A. Willi** or fall, mainly, with Dore Purdy
and Bob Weber in the mile and
of the College of Idaho conc.1
a tour of the campus late yester- two-mile,
respectively.
The
Spartans cap afford to give and
day.
The visitor from the laneof take a few points In other
king-size potatoes spent the after- events and still win.
noon visiting various departments
Greatest attention in the meet
and was much satisfied with what
will he centered on the 440-yard
he inspected.
dash where San Jose’s Owen
"I had heard a lot about San
Moore will attempt to upset the
--State’s mualedepartment
Tiger’s Eddie Macon. Macon is
up our way," he declared, "and
undefeated this year, and last
it certainly hasn’t been overweek nosed out Fresno’s Art Mcpraised. Dr. Downey has cerCollough in a torrid match,
tainly done a fine job here."
The jovial acting-president of
the northern college interviewed
several instructors for possible
teaching positions at his school.
"We are building a little ourselves
The Fairness committee unaniand figure San Jose State is a
reputable source for prospective mously agreed yesterday that lowinstructors.’’ He declined to state ered grades or threat of lowered
whether he had made any choices grades is not warranted because
of sex, race, religion, or political
as yet.
Dean Williams will journey views of the student, or because
home after a meeting today in of conduct outside of the class.
rooms, including public criticism
San Francisco.
of an instructor, or other personal
Clashes,

Committee Ousts
Pressure Tactics

Talent Try-outs
To Start Soon.

’Hoodlums’ Invade, Disrupt Serene
Senior Orientation Class

Talent try-outs for the InterCollegiate charity show will be
held Wednesday, May 3, in Room
21 at 7:30 p.m., Dick Paganelli,
talent manager, said yesterday.
The show, to be held May 26
and 27, in the San Francisco War
Memorial Opera house is for the
benefit of the Damon Runyon cancer fund.
Seven Bay Area colleges and
universities are participating.

Senior orientation was held-up
(figuratiwely speaking) yesterday
morning, when a gang of eastern
mobsters pushed their way into
the quietly assembled group.
Led by "Mder" Nick Lickwar,
the hoodluffis "forced" a preview
showing of "Low Button Shoes"
upon the surprised audience.
Bob Custer, master of ceremonies, quickly turned the mike over

The legality of certain punishments suggested to the Fairness
commit tee was clarified by Arthur
to "Spider" when forced at the L. Williams, assistant professor of
point of a gun. Wayne Mitchell chemistry.
and Cliff Roche entered the asFairness and possible legal apsembly under close guard and performed a number from the show plication of various types of pento the seniors. Ruth Martsolf, alties was thoroughly discussed.
singing a "Low Button Shoes" It was decided that a questionnumber, was another victim of the naire will be formulated to he sent
to faculty members enlisting their
thugs.
The assemblage was somewhat opinions and suggestion as to fail
stunned and little effort was made treatment of students in cases of
cheating.
to quell the "easterners".

I
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Le t’s Be Sure
The library petition recently circulatedon Washington square by
rudents Jack Sorbet, Louis Gandy and Paul Geary has much to
eommend it. However, before giving the petition full backing the
Spartan Daily would like to suggest that a two week trial period be
held so that the administration can be sure that the increased hours
ere worth added expense.
7
In order to have the library opened until 10:30 p.m. weekdays,
’from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturdays and from noon until 5 p,m. Sundays.
it will be necessary to increase the size of the library staff as well as
,,I7CTiiiii0o1urs. These moves, of course, entail additional expenditures.
This isn’t the first time that a request has been made for longer
hours at the library. Increased hours were tried before, but the results
were unsuccessful, hence the present time schedule. In the past when
the library was open on Sundays there were times when there were
more library employees in the building than there were students.
Because money doesn’t come easy for San Jose State, as witness
s-TarreEenttudget cuts by the state legislature, the Daily urges that
rtrtat period be held.
- if student use of library facilities warrants the increased hours
then any financial outlay will be well spent. If the reverse- is true then
we can go bact to the present hours and the petitioners will have
been -given-a fair trial.
In order to protect the best interests- of San Jose State students
end ’the tadministration the Daily sees the two-week
_ trial period as
tonly3Vsfactory r>rocedure.

Same Old Story
Well, the "pore lir’Spartans had to stand out in fhe hot sun
again last Saturday begging_to see their track team meet_mighty
Stanford at Palo Alto.
It was the Same Old Story. If you’re from San Jose State you
pay the full price ($1.20) down on the farm. It made no difference,
whatsoever that we had 30 or more athletes competing.
After missing the beginning weight events and kept standing
around for hail’ an hour, some State students were admitted free
(their ASB cards were actually honored!) But for those track fans Who
had arrived early and wanted to see the whole meet it was one
dollar and twenty cents on the barrelhead.
"Oh, but it was all a mistake," says Al Masters, graduate manager 6t Stanford. "Yeah, but it was a mighty nice mistake," says
the undergraduate Cardinal ticket-taker.
Let’s wake up and get_ our contract straight with Stanford on
these athletic events.
Our teams are praised and sought after all over the nation. Our
boxers and golfers have met the best in the country and have been
treated with respect.
Two weeks ago our students were admitted free to the Coliseum
when Coach Winter’s squad faced the Trojans, best track team
in the United States.
Our _basketball squad may be
It
Iplaying in Madison Square Garden
this coming season.
- Ten to one our ASB cards would
be honored there!
-a--

loihes Closrt

J. R.

Drink Less Liquor
119a.)
and under

COTTONS
and rayons lead th
fash,on parade.
Junior, regular and half.
sires in styles for teenagers
to graceful grandma’
Definitely
budget-wisel
summer

SACRAMENTO
( UP)Californians are apparently drinking less and less alcoholic beverages, the State Board of Equalization said today.
The board said it collected
$972,950 from wholesale liquor
distributors in excise taxes in
February, the lowest figure since
the war.
Maybe like girl in
’LOW BUTTON SHOES’
is at

DIERKS
371 West

San Carlos

It Is interesting to note that
very few state institutions in
California have chapels on their
campuses. The summary says
that San Jose State, a public
institution dedicated primarily to
the preparation of teachers for
the schools of a democracy, will
have a chapel to be a reminder
of those "deeper spiritual values
which lie at the heart of the
, democratic process and the
I American way of life."
The chapel will in no sense be
a church and no regular services

Thrust and Parry
thzes Donations
Dear Thrust and Parry and
ASB 1738:
I am writing this to entreat
prospective blood donors tot give
to the Red Cross.
Here are my reasons: All of
the hospitals in San Jose receive
their blood for transfusions from
the Red Cross free of charge. But,
there is not always blood in the
Blood Bank. Far too frequently,
accident victims and other blood
receivers must be given secondrate treatments because there is
no more blood in the Bank. Some-

Skilly’s
Corner
By BOB SKILLICORN
Spartan Daily Editor

Once upon a time, March of
1881 in fact, the Califoxitia-State
legislature approved an act
"establishing a branch State
Normal school in Los Angeles
county."
,
The solOns-said the LA school
was to be a branch of San Jose
State Normal school and should be
governed under the same laws
that were in effect here. The legislators further proclaimed that
San Jose’s trustees should select
Dear ASB 1738:
a site and supervise erection Of
Altrutd-youtic-so kind as trrgive
building for the new southern
the necessary information as to
cousin.
where in San Francisco a fellow
The San Joseans went to can sell a pint of blood for $2500.
work and established a school
ASB 547

of worship are contemplated. The
building will be available to recognized groups of students of various faiths, "so that they may
from time to time conduct such
services of worship as win, meet
their own need."
Occasionally two or more groqu
may combine in some kind of nonsectarian worship service, Still
more occasionally the colleges ad- vthich opened its doors on Aug
ministration or the Associated 29, 1882. In May of the nest
Students may use the chapel for year Professor Ira More left
the celebration of a national holy Washington Square to become
the first principal of the strugday.
A more concrete statement of gling infant institution.
some of the possible uses of the
San Jose continued to guide the
chapel coricludes the committee’s destinies of its new branch until
summary
1887 when ,the Legislature took
Its use may become a -channel the branch away from San Jose
or instrument for expression of Normal’s control and gave the
qualities and creative achleVe-. new school a separate board of
ments men value most, se:eh as trustees. It was in this year also
high scholarship (honor grtnipX that the lawmakers founded Chico
might hold initiation rites in the State Normal, and if they hadn’t

(’hapel); friendship, in the fortis seen fit to give the valley school
of formal sorority, fraternity, or. a separate board, it would have
’Other campus organizational-Ini- become the northern ’,ranch of
tiations; love, in student, alumni San Jose Normal.
and faculty weddings; creative
The southern branch known as
beauty, through music of concerts. recitals, vesper services, Los Angeles Normal ’-now on its
and through art exhibits of own, floundered about and sucsome of the best student and ceeded in remaining autonomous
until 1921 when it again became
faculty work.

Supervision and control of the
chapel, according to the summary,
"will be supervised after its completion and its use controlled by
a special committee appointed by
the President of the college."
We are still of the opinion that
this committee is of vital importance to anything that is done
with the chapel when it is finished, and we maintain that the
group should be chosen this quarter. We firmly believe that such
a committee should have a minimum of faculty and administrators
and a maximum of student leadera.
Everyone who Is interested canserve on the committee, but
all can help in the form of concrete and constructive Ideas contributed -and there will be many
students who will want to have
their say about what goes on in
Memorial chapel after it is built.

times the patient recovers in sifte
of this; sometimes he doesn’t.
There- is no way to get blood
except from donors, volunteer or
professional. Whether or not San
Jose is as modern as some other
cities has no bearing. on jhe matter. People need blood and this is
our -method of dispensing it.
Changes might be made in the
system, but for now we must do
our best to keep the Bank full all
of the time. Should hospitals be
"pressured" into buying blood at
the cost of lives?
Another thiftg, no matter what
something is worth potentially, if
it is not being used for income it
is worthless, because it is paying
no dividends. Admitting that all
of us are using our blood, nevertheless a healthy person can get
along just as well with one pint
less for the 24 hours OP- so that.
elapse before the liquid is replaced. Therefore, one who gives
his blood is not making any sacrifice. To someone else that pint
may be critical.
I _ttile _everyone who possibly
can to give blood. At present this
is our system. Changes may be
made, but not, I hope, after
"pressuring" hospitals at the cost
of lives.
Andrew C. Browne
ASB 7493

Wants Info

Don’t Miss
The Corn
Is Green
Cont

ls Green May 4 - 9
-Corn is Green -

Pay for it while
you use it!

the southern branch of a Northern
California institution.
Today San Jose Normal’s onetime southern branch is called the
University of California at Los
Angeles, and though today it’s
much larger than San Jose State
it’s still just the southern branch
of Berkeley even though Bruin
adherents like to think otherwise.
Next time you meet a liCLAN
you might chide him a bit by
telling him this story. He’ll no
doubt try to deny it, but facts
are facts and it says so in black
and white. If he doesn’t believe
you just refer him to a little
bIikbOk entitled "Historic&
Sketch Of the Normal School at
San Jose" which you’ll find in
Dr. MacQuarrie’s office,
We can’t help wondering what

New Royal Portable
Convenient terms to students!
No.1 Portable typewriter choice! World’s
first truly modern portable typewriteil

Sturey-built to last-farrant
Only the new Royal Portable has all these
features: FINGER-FLOW KEYS, SPEED
SPACER,"MAGIC" MARGIN, RAPID
RIBBON CHANGER, "TOUCH CON.
TROL." Plus many more features! Corns
In and see it! Easy payment terms!

the situation would have been
today if the legislature hadn’t set
up separate boards of trustees at
the normal schools back in 1887.
Just think, we may have had
branches at Chico, Fresno, San
Equipment Co.
Diego, Arcata, San Francisco,
Thomas T. Mercer, June 1999
71 E. San Fernando CY 4-2091
Sacramento,
Los
Angeles
and
graduate of San Jose State college
. Yeh, just think, Cal,
recently was awarded a fellow- LongtooBeach
one "Touch comyor ore registered Maas.
might have had campuses "Moakmarks
of Royal Typewriter Company, Inc.
ship in radiological physics at the we
all
over the state!
University of Rochester, according
to an announcement from the
Natural Science department.
Mercer, who was notified of the
award by telegram from the Oak
Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies,
Three 8" x 10" -Candith-for $4.50
sponsors or the fellowship, was a
chemistry major at SJSC, where
THREE QUARTER AND FULL LENGTH
he had a 3.0 grade average for
four years. He is a veteran of
By Appointment
World War II, married and the
father of two children.
34 N. FIRST ST.
CYpress 4-8877

Hunter-Peterson

Receives Award

STUDIO CANDIDS

Low Button Shoes
’TICKETS WE GOT ’EM"
Graduate Manager’s office

BUSHNELL’S STUDIO

34 No. First St

CYpress 4-8877
.7-
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Classified Advertising
FOR RENT

Men: Large, comfortable room,
single or double. 406 S. 11th
street.
Women: Room with kitchen
privileges. 105 S. 11th street.
CY 5-9952.
Room and board for college
men, four vacancies, 11 meals a
week, also board only. 380 S.
Ninth street. CY 3-9942.
Wanted: Two men to share
furnished apartment with two
other males.
Linen, telephone,
utilities furnished, $6 a week.
Also room for one fellow in similar apartment, same terms. Also
desire to take summer reservations. Parking available. 435 E.
Reed street. CY 2-9547.
Furnished house, three men
preferred who will stay all summer. Access to tennis court on
same property. 479 Willow Glen
way. Good board and room for
college men. 265 N. Fifth street.
CY 5-3772.
One room bachelor apartment,
furnished, reasonable, garage, 1276
Mastic avenue.

"Pattie" engraved; required class
project. Phone CY 5-9929.
Green
Cardigan
long-sleeved
sweater on bench in front of
Speech wing. Please return to
Speech office.
POSITIONS
Teachers: Cohtracts for sheet
metal, welding, with crafts
(leather, copper), girls P.E. with
modern dance, P.E. with English.
Typing, shorthand home-making,
math, French (man). jr. high
English (girl) 7 and 8 man elementary, principles, supervisors,
teachers, kindergarten through 8.
Registration free. Your delay may

TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH

Second and St. John Streets
Sunday, 8:00 em.Holy Commun;on
9-.30 ..m.Church School
11:00 .m.Morning Prayer and Sermon
7:30 p.m.Canterbury Club
Ito,. Howard S. Scholten
Chaplain to Epitcopel Students
Phone CYprins 3-753

GRACE LUTHERAN CHURCH
(United Lutheren Church in America)
Rev. Clarence F. Crouser, AB: ’23
59 E. Julian St.
Sunday, 9413 a.m.Church School
II a.m.Mernhtg Service by pastor.
7 p.m.Luthor League.

FIRST
CHRISTIAN CHURCH
BO S. Fifth Street

i 1:00 a.m."A Faith to Liva

Radio KLOK
To Quiz Cast

San Jose State college student
members of the California Science
Teachers association are reminded
Bob Custer, MC of the Campus
of the annual Meeting of their
organization to be held Saturday, Caravan show on radio station
April 22, at San Francisco State KLOK, will play host to the cast
college, according to an announce- and technical crew of the 1930
ment from the Natural Science Revelries production, "Low Button Shoes," tomorrow morning at
department.
The meeting, which will be held 9:30.
Director Pick Pritchard, Assistin Anderson hall, Room 210, will
be in conjunction with a meeting ant Director Bill Pentony, Musiof the Pacific .Southwest associa- cal Director Boyd Johnson, Techtion of Chemistry Teachers. Dr.
I
Anita Laton, professor of health nical Director Nick Lickway, Pub-

S

The girl in the

"Low Buffon Shoes"
will be on campus Monclgy
with a prise for you.

Ski Club Elects
Ten New Officers

ITS A HIT!

I
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and hygiene at San Jose State, licity Director Donnie Nunes,1
will give an address entitled "Re- Song Writer Fred Cooper, Busicost your placement. Monday cent Trends in Science Education."
ness Manager Nick Diet,. and
throu0 Saturday 11 to 5. ApWayne Mitchell and Cliff floche,1
evenings, Sundays.
pointments
Write, call Assured Agency, 577
the two male leads, will be a few
14th street, Oakland, Glencourt
of the Spartans who will appear..
2-1505.
_ _
Ten persons were nominated for
Ex -WA(’ or WAVE: ’Excellent
typist to work on government Ski club offices at a recent meettraining program relative to di- ing of the Ski club, John Steele,
Yes KEN’S PINE INN will be a
rect mail advertising. Apply in president, announced yesterday.
Bill Cancilla and Don Ansel Hit with you too, when you try
person, 109 E. San Fernando
his fine meals
street.
were nominated for president:

Ex -service man: Salesman to
work -on government training program relative to direct mail adFOR SALE
vertising. Apply in person, 109 E.
’42 Pontiac 8, club coupe, radio, San Fernando street.
heater, good tires. Excellent at
$750. 422 Leland street, after 5
p.m.
Binoculars and opera glasses,
variety of sizes, all new, reasonable. Call evenings CY 3-8960.
Aquarium Club: A meeting will
’34 Chevy coupe. Runs. Only $50. be held at 7:30 o’clock Monday
evening in Room S-206 for all
Call CY 2-3387.
- Mud sell. -19441 Studebaker, 4 persons interested in starting an
door.. $320.
1025 Franquette aquarium club.
Seekers: Dr. Charles M. Boss
street.
will speak on "Fight for Peace"
Typing done, also shorthand,
at First Methodist church Sunrapid, accurate, 20 years experiday evening at 7 o’clock. AU inence. Student rate $1.25 hour. 28
terested students are invited to
S. 13th street. CY 3-0738.
attend.
Firestone bicycle, almost new,
Spartan Revelries: Anyone incost $60, will sell $35. Nardon, terested in -working on the Rev281 N. First street.
elries’ make-up crew please notify
Dick Pritchard immediately.
LOST
Academic Scholars:4deeting of
In front of Dutch Mill, unfin- all officers in B-3 at 11:30 o’clock
ished green wallet with the name this morning.
Phi P:pellon Kappa: Meeting
Monday evening at 7:30 o’clock

CHURCH

SJS Teacher
To Talk in SF

Announcements

Norm Simpson and Ken Schillig
for vice-president; Rich Larson,
Chuck Miller and Marsha Wheeler
for treasurer; and Pat Mason,
Norma Carter and Joan Kennedy
for secretary.
Elections will be held at Tuesday night’s meeting of the club
in Room S-112 .at 7:30 o’clock.

RENT A
- ’VII
TYPEWRITER
r
masa. stuotNT
RATE

3

MONT WS $1 0

KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
E SAN FERNANDO

CY-2-15.

Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

In the gym.
Lutheran Student Association:
The Rev. Hansen will speak on

"Communion" at a dinner meeting in the Grace Lutheran church,
2nd and Julian streets, Sunday
evening at 5:30 o’clock.
Revelries: Tickets for
Button Shoes" are now on

"Low

sale in
the Graduate Manager’s office.
Students 60 cents; general admission 90 cents.
Spartan Shields: Watch Blue
Key bulletin board all next week.
Congregational Student Fellowship: Louise Mason will speak on
"A Work Camp in France" tonight
at 6:30 o’clock. All are invited.
Seekers: Important cabinet
meeting in the church today at
5:95 p.m. All members must attend.
Student Y: All students are invited to bring their lunches and

attend a "meet your faculty" informal lunch hour at 11:30 a.m.
today in the Student Y lounge.
Guests will be Dr. Marion T. Bird
and Dr. Gene A.l.Wallar.

Tail Delta Phi: Important meeting al 12:30 today in the Tower

4o discuss the guide tour.
700 p.M.Chrisfian Youth
Fellowship
REV. FRANZ, Pastor

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Rey. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor
Merle Roark, Pastor’s Assistant
Second & San Antonio Streets
TIMES OF WORSHIP
Sunday, 11:00 a.m., 7:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m. High Collegiate
Dept. of Church School
Wed., 7:30 p.m., Prayer Meeting
College Age Group: "Sinior I. Y."
6:15 Sunday evenings. The group
has wide awake meetings each Sunday night. Outsid speakers are
brought in from time to time. A variety of social activities is scheduled
throughout the school year. One Sunday a month the group goes to the
Odd Fellows Horne to hotd services.
The group also sponsors other activities as the need arise,.

Field Trip Is Planned
A Tri-Beta field trip to Rancho

Arroyo .11am near Mount Hamilton, will be held this weekend,
April 21-23, according to an announcement from the Natural Science department. ,
Faculty mcm her s, Tri Beta
tnembers and their guests who
plan to go are asked to sign up
today to complete arrangements
for the trip.
StAfie",,,,W,W,ogoWroWit,
*
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GOOD FOOD

for

AT LOW PRICES
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th a whole package of our denims ,41116,,,
your set for a
hole summer of warm-weathur fun...
eart’s versatile), pleasu2e-loving
denims modeled here by Carolyn
Aer und Mr.lrty D12row.
d Jaoki.1 Ot2.t1i3 - Plain Blue
FilAars

4.7

Below Student Union
on Spartan Campus
..440.01.1W1044141.10WA
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Chi Omega Holds
Party, Shows Hats

"Hats and Flowers" was the
theme Chi Omega carried out for
their bridge_ and canasta party
Sunday afternoon at the chapter
house. 435 S.. Sixth street.
Thirty-five reoresentatives from
campus sororities attended the
card. party.
Table decorations for the afternoon included pink, grey and
white miniature hat boxes containing spring .flowers. Place cards
were Small blUe felt hats. A large
matching hat box with a tulip
and veil betitiCked hat was the
main centerpiece.
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26 Attend DSG Smoker

Gamma Eta chapter of Alpha
Chi Omega will hold their annual
"Paradise Ball" tonight from 9
until 1 o’clock in the City of Paris
Garden room in San Mateo.
The formal affair is in honor of
the 28 pledges of the sorority,
who will be presented with flowers when they are introduced
during the ’evening; Dancing will
be to the music of Herb Pat floe
and his orchestra.
Eve Hanson is in charge of the
affair and Donna Plank has taken
care of the bids. Chaperones were
arranged for by Mayrene Kearny.
Members of Pi chapter at the
University of California will be

Southern Fried
Chicken

Open Air Bar-B-Cue Pit
for Banquets is now open

et 9//OPOCCO

Et Camino Itsal
314_04ft from Santa Clara

HAND-FINISHED SHOE
FOR MEN

Featuring
PRICES
PATENTED
STYLES

Eighteen pledges of Delta Zeta
will be initiated into the sorority
during ceremonies performed today and tomorrow at the chapter
house, 64 South 10th street.
Miss Diana Kaulbach, president, will conduct the initiation,
which is slated to begin at 3
o’clock today, assisted by the other chapter officers.
Following Saturday morning’s
session, a luncheon will be held
at Rickey’s Studio club honoring
the newly initiated members. Mrs.
Fred Kelleway, province director,
will be special speaker.
Delta Zetas who will become

Hubers Have Son

$9.95
Styles That Are Different

36 SO. FIRST ST.

Leather Craft Shop
of:
Complete
Craft Tools
and Leather
WALLETS -HANDBAGS
BELTS

Spartan Daily

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
Intorod as second class ruiner April 24. 1934,
at San Jew California, under flio act of
Merck I, 1179.
Foil nasal who *mica of United Pmts.
Press if Ail/lobo Printing Company, 1441 S
Sas Joss, California. Menem, Call.
guests, as will alumnae of the lo- Rrst
tenon Nowspapor Publisher’s Association
cal chapter.
Pledges of Alpha Chi Omega
Castor, Dolores
are Nadine
Sally
Elsie Lawson,
Stricker,
FOR THAT INTIMATE GIFT
Diekman, Edna Andrews, Mary
TO MOTHER ON
Pat
Bersigner,
13artholemy, Ellen
Brizee, Janet Coombs, Vera Ferrari, Jean Fiorini, Phyllis Florini,
Sharon Kongsle, Lorraine Lackey,
Wilma Loomis, Ruth Papineau,
Elizabeth Pitman,
Cora Perez,
Lucille Snider, Ruth Stewart, RoGkVE A BEAUTIFUL PORTRAIT
Sullivan,
Martha
berta Stine,
Joyce Warren, Beverly Whitaker,
Colleen Timmons, Adella Marks,
Phyllis Penaat, and Jean Tangeman.

Mother;

"Catering to those Who Care"
DAVE ROSENTHAL, JR., Oensr-Opsrater

CYpress 3-6624

-- May 1414

members include Geri Bacon, Berkeley; Dolores Barsotti, Salinas;
Burlingame;
Chisolm,
Patricia
Sacramento;
Beverly Dettling,
Barbara Downey and Carolyn
Raine, Monterey; Winifred Graf
and Grace Griffel, San Jose; Barbara Gale, San Francisco; Mary
Frances Curries, Gilroy; Karleen
Iverson, Palo Alto; Virginia Johnson, Santa Cruz: Marilyn Miller,
San Mateo; Joan Painter, Redwood City; Janet Pemberton, Albany; Marilyn Rowley, Newman;
Mary Ann Stadler, Los Gatos;
Shirley Nelson, Waukegan,

-

Static)

Ageto

&tem

80 E. SAN FERNANDO
CY 2-6590

NORRIS’ -- bridal

fabric center-

For Th..^

BRIDE
On Her
Big Day

Kappa Phi Hosts
son Spring Rushes

We specialize in fine and delicate
garments. Formals . Blouses
Sweaters - Knit Suits

3911 EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
CYpress 3-9309

73 E. SAN FERNANDO

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

SATIN

,,Leslie Charles Thomas is the
name nf_ the new 7 M. 13 oz.
born to Mr. and Mrs. "Babe"
Kappa Phi, national social or-,
Huber at San Jose hospital.
ganization for Methodist girls.
Mrs. Huber was employed by will be host to spring rushecs at
the Information office. Her hus- a tea to be held Sunday, between
band is a graduate of December, 2 and 4 p.m. at 33 S. Craigmont
1949, and is from Utah.
avenue. San Jose.

ART CLEANERS

LET US HELP
YOU GET STARTED

it (era

DZ Initiates Pledges

PRICE

low

Sigma -Alpha Epsilon members^tTheta Chi Delta Upsilon, and Phi
will move out of their house to Sigma Kappa will ’Aso preside
provide housing for the delegates housing for the visiting delegates.
who attend the SAE Province
The convention dare bureatr.reconvention April 21 and 22, to- ceived the cooperation of Kappa
day and tomorrow.
Alpha Theta, Delta Gamma, Kip :
Theta Mu Sigma, Kappa Alpha, pa Kappa Gamma, Chi Omega,
Gamma Phi Beta Sigma Aappa.
and’ Alpha Phi sororities, who will
provide dates for the visitors.
Convention members have been
invited to the Gamma Phi Beta
house for coffee and donutssSat..-.
A heavy social calendar marks urday morning.
the spring activities of Pi Kappa
Alpha, beginning Sunday afternoon with a party for the members’ parents.
Bud Guisness, chapter president, announced that fifteen mothers expressed a wish to form a
"Mothers’ Club" of Delta Pi chapter.
Monday night, the fraternity
held its first smoker of the quarter at the chapter house. Dr.
Graf Wilson, professor of speech
at the University of California,
and district president of Pi Kappa
Alpha, spoke to members and
kuests-concerning the history and
goals of the fraternity.
Other event phinned are joint
meetings
with sororities, two
beach parties, a formal dance,
and a costume _party.
Made to Order

A Chi O’s Hold Annual Ball

Try Our

ONE
PRICE

,-

61111...

Gamma Phi Beta to Hold
Pi KA Makes Plans
Panhellenic Breakfast
For Social Events

Beta Theta chapter of Gamma I group by Gamma Phi Beta durPhi Beta will hold its annual Pan- ing the affair. It will be awarded
hellenic breakfast Sunday morn- in turn to Delta Zeta sorority,
ing at 9 o’clock at the chapter whose members held the highest
house, 189 South 11th street, ac- grade point average for the quarcording to Marian Bell, publicity ter. At the end of the year the
perpetual cup will be awarded to
Barbara Driscoll. Kappa Alpha chairman.
parnma Phi Beta president, the house with the highest acaTheta, was presented with the
prize for being the high bridge Miss Alice Jean Kent, will wel- demic rating for the entire school
scorer and Lee 1..eidig, of Sigma come San Jose State college jun- I year. The cup is a tradition which
Kappa, received a gift for her ior and senior Panhellenic repre- has been activated by the Beta
sentatives and their advisers. Oth- Theta chapter of Gamma Phi this
top canasta score.
1_er guests will include officers of year.
ock Mt fashion show was the local inter-sorority council.
"The breakfast is held annupresented as entertainment by
Guest speakers for the affair aily in the spirit of obtaining betLois -Williams,
Betty Schauer, include Dean
Helen Dimmick,
Ivadel Loveless, Melba Sills and Mrs. Eugen Andres, national di- ter inter-sorority cooperation. We
also have the desire to build a
Nancy-law
rector of Chapters arid alumni stronger Panhellenic on this campresident of Kappa Kappa Gam- pus," Miss Kent said.
ma, and Miss Kent. Dean DimBeth Calvin, vice-president of
mick will lead a discussion on
Jirrgry Smith was in charge of "Campus Panhellenic". "Why We the chapter and social director
the Delta Sigma Gamma smoker Hive Panhellenic" is the topic of for the group, is in charge of the
affair, assisted by Beth Lennen.
held recently at the chapter Mrs. Andres’ talk.
The Gamma Phi Beta pledge
house. Movies were shown to the
A gold scholarship cup will be
26 tnests who attended.
*resented to the local Panhellenic class will act as hostesses.

FOR DELICIOUS MEALS
PROPER ATOMSPHERE
AND REASONABLE PRICES

.

Fraternities Provide HOuSeS
For Convention Delegates

and

LACE
Our New
Collection is
Complete

yd.

Satin

President Cliarleen Wilson invites all gips interested in becoming active members to attend the
tea. Yearly activities of the organization include pledge parties.
teas, charm programs, meetings
with other college chapters, and
dances.

and up

Lace ....2.50 yd.
and up

Taeta
ff

.98 yd.

and up

Net

Meetings are held the first and
third Tuesdays of each month.

1.00 yd.
and up

Exchange Dinner
..rgMrif
Theta Mu Sigma and Kappa
Designer’s
Kappa Gamma held an exchange
!Pattern
SEE
0090
dinner Wednesday night at their
respective chapter houses. Dinner
was served at 5:45 o’clock followed by entertainment, Leo Foley,
house manager for
Theta Mu
Sigma, made the arrangements. ----VA S. FIRST

OUR WINDOWS

NORRIS’
"San Jose’s Store for Yardage"
AMMO

ENJOY the
HOT BUTTERED
POPCORN

UTDOOFIS

,Frat Slates Activities
Spring rushing activities of
Lainda Chi Alpha continued Tuesday evening with a dinner for
approximately .25 guests at the
fraternity house, 525 S. Sixth
street.
Frank DiPeiro, rushing chairman, arranged for a songfest and
short talk by Coach Ted Mtimby,
who is also a Lambda ’Chi. The
function was the third of the
spring rushing schedule, the first

being on Tuesday of last week
when a get-together smoker. was
held featuring a movie of campus
fun and Lambda Chi campus acCARMEL POPCORN
tivities.
"HOT" ROASTED
Wednesday evening’s program
included a buffet dinner at the
-PEANUTS
fraternity house and a rushee
I. CANDY APPLES
party at the John Weiland GarICE CREAM
dens from 7:30 to 10:30 p.m. En;
(Hand-Packott)
tertainment took the form of
movies of the top sport thrills in
. ’sand for your sweettooth
football and basketball of 1949.
Chbcolafes,Brittles. Clusters
Final bidding is now underway
,
. and a final rushee party and dance
will be held at the fraternity
Theta Xi will hold a spring bar- house
next Friday evening, April
becue tomorrow at 2 p.m. in Wie- 28.
land’s Gardens. Members of Nu
NEAR THE PALOMAR HOTEL
chapter at Berkeley and Tau
’ 1324 PACIFIC AVE.
chapter from Stanfbrd will be
guests, as will rushees of the local
Open ’fa! 8:30 P.M.
chapter.
_044104i1WA424046441W.,,,WAnliotoWroWooloeffele’WWW,44144.4
Chateau Boussy was the scene
of Kappa Alpha’s semi -formal
pledge dance Saturday night when
AT COWEL BEACH
50 KA’s and their dates danced
to the- music of Herb Patnoe’s
Hot Water Showers and Dressing Room
combo, according to Paul Davis,
president.
f
PRICES
During the evening, Paul PurChange. ’for the beach
sell, pledge class president, preA
sented the pledges’ gift to the
: :hange arid Shower
.25c
fraternity, a pair of colonial style
t To changes. Shower and Clothes checked
.3k Zi porch lamps to grace the chapter’s
"Magnolia Mansion" at 506 S.
t
ENTRANCE TO WARF
Ninth street.
...
Patrons and patronesses were
-Dr: and Mrs. 0. C. Williams and
Dr. and Mrs. Paul Roberts.
Pledges honored at the dance
were Fred Davenport, Warren
Harrison, Bob Hitchcock, Bill Codiga, Buzz Thiebaut, Paul Pursell I
and Al Von Aman. Initiation ceremonies for these men will be held
Saturday and Sunday at the chape
ter. house and will be followed
Sunday evening by an initiation
, ..
banquet.
I’
I

The Big 50c
BEACH PARTY SIZE

4

bow/km

Frat Holds Fete

KA Pledge Dance
Held Saturday

min CRUZ

at

Gordon Perry’s

DZs Attend Dance
Given in.Berkeley
Members of the SJSC chapter
of Delta Zeta and their eScorts
were guests Friday night at a
dance given by the pledges of.Delta Zeta’s Mu chapter at the University of California.
Held in the recently built Berkeley chapter house, the dancef ea t ured a South Sea -island
theme. Shrimps were served as
refreshments.
Local chapter members and
pledges who attended were Virginia Ashley, Marilyn Miller, Elizabeth Kilgallen, Marion Sinz, Joan
Painter, Virginia Johnson, Louise
Lapp, Nellis Nedom, Claire Johnston, Marilyn Rowley, Janet Pemberton, and Carolyn Raine.

at beautiful
BEN LOMAND
SANTA CRUZ MOUNTAINS
Complete . . .
HOTEL FACILITIES
Filtered Swimming Pool
BANQUET ROOM
Largest in
SAN LORENZO VALLEY
Phone Ben Lomand 4

PIER BATH HOUSE and LUNCH ROOM
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Theta Mu Sigma Stages
Formal Ball
At Club in San Carlos

ill ’11W
......... .

.

CHICKEN VILLA
Drive-tifif
Ron,. and Laurel Delivery Service .

’5’ Girls
Ph. 3870 Doc & Monica

--

-

t

DINE WISELY!
in a
friendly atmosphere

6

6

good

_

Inerican koci
BREAKFAST LUNCH
rinN too

4 miles N. of Santa Cruz
on Los Gatos Highway

’

i

,

DINNER
5.Pill
112 SOQUEL AVE.
_

Louie Zanze

Babbling Brook

Seventy-five couples attended
the "Springtime" formal staged
Friday night by Theta Mu Sigma
at Devonshire -Country club in
San Carlos, reports Bill Finger,
publicity director for the fraternity.
Dick Dildine’s orchestra played
the music for dancing and orchid
corsages were presented to all
feminine guests of the fraternity
men. Miniature beer mug favors,
with the inscription "Theta Mu
Sigma -1950," were given to those
attending the dance.
Theta ’Mu Sigma alumni and
members of Phi Gamma Delta
from Stanford and the University
of California were special guests
for the affair.
Men in charge of arrangements
were Ross McKelvie, John Nordhausen, and Daniel Sagehorn.

1 -

FOR FINE FOOD
A LA CARTE
Luncheons - 11:30 - 2 Week Days
Dinner - 5:00 - I Week Days
SUNDAY DINNERS 1 Closed Mondays
Santa Cruz, California
1025 Laurel St.
Telephone 4020
and Mrs. T. E. Schwarz

M.

... when you crave
good Italian food . . .

abolph’s place
Spaghetti
DINNER

Ravioli

--PART-r--A-C-C-GMMODATIONS-- iiffeited vie

1
iI

FAMOUS..,
for it’s beauty. The garden spot of California.
Over 400 different varieties of trees and shrubs imported
through the world.
The most delicious Cheese-Cake east of the Missippi.
Food that has ben famous throughout the Penninsula
area for years.

*
.

... enioy

LL

STEAKS
812 FRONT’ST.

, bovi,lox
,

CHOPS CHICKEN
Phone 2018 For Reservations

,,

1
I
1

1
I
Ii
,

What’s It?

FOUNTAIN
and
CAR
SERVICE.
From Beautiful Girls

I

CROSS ROADS BAR;;&Q
,

#1-Pacitic----.----"Open-AWNife

i5tNIERLY Lepow

COME IN
AND FIND OUT

jive

AND REALLY
ENJOY YOURSELVES

.

h Illth,
1::!
41,

1. in

yi;Ttiii1111.441
J111111111111!ii.111

tr.
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Palomar Circle
_

in the
PALOMAR HOTEL
Pacific Ave.

51/2 miles north of Santa Cruz on Highway No. 17.
Cocitails 1:00 P.M. to Midnight
Dinner 5:30-10:30 P.M.
Dancing 9:00 P.M. to 1:00 A.M. on Saturdays
tions.
()Pen every day of the week. Telephone Santa Cruz 4637-M for r
OUR HOUSE IS YOURS
Jim Gillies
Ralph IlLiffon

6
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SJS Netmen Face COP .0
Tigers Here Tomorrow ,.

Relay Quartet Will Climax COP Meet

San Jose State college’s strong mile relay team, Owen Moore, Don Davis, Rueben Derrick, and Bob
Nicolal, left to right. The quartet, which may be lt bout the services of Anchorman Davis against
College of Pacific Saturday, will need to be at their best to beat the speed -burning Tigers.
The foursome recently established a new school record of 3 min. 18.6 sec., and should be down to
3 mm. 17 sec. before the end of the season.

COP Cancels’Colf Match;
Spartans Play St. Mary’s
Unbeaten in three dual matches
thus far this season, the San Jose
State college golf team meets St.
Mary’s college Monday at La Rinconada.
A match scheduled for today
lagaingt- College of Pacific has
heen cancelled. According to a
letter from COP’s graduate athletic Manager, the Tigers are unable to field a complete team and
lwie dropped their entire golf
schedule. TliiiS" a rematch between
Warren MacCarty, Spartan captain, and Andy Blossom, Tiger
No. 1 man, will not be in the _offering. Blossom lost to MacCarty,
1-2, in the semi-finals of the NCI

arALLua

tourney.
Leading the invading Gael squad
will be Packard Harrington, stellar center from last year’s football team. Harrington along with
Johnny O’Neil probably will constitute St. Mary’s top duo.
Grooming a team that eventually should be strong contenders
for national honors, Coach
Walt McPherson will send the
following men against the Gaels:
McCarty, Ken Venturi. Jay Hopkins, Joe Zakarian, Ted Hecht,
and either Bill Watts or Leo Foley. The latter two will play_ overthe week-end to determine the
No. 6 §pot.
In the last three years the golf
team has lost only three out of
45 dual matches. Their last defeat was suffered at the hands
of Stanford in 1948. The Spartans were upset by one point,
15-14.

Swimmers Tangle
With Monterey
Drive-In Restaurant
San Jose State college varsity

ANDREES

(Across From Civk Auditorium) 6 swimmers play host to
Monterey
SAN CARLOS and ALMADEN STS.
Peninsula college at 8 p.m. in
their last meet tune-up before
Dinner
Breakfast Lunch
the
CCAA championships here
Try
Our Famous
next week. Frosh mermen engage
Bar-B-Cimd Spars Ribs
850
nearby I3ellarmine prep school in
with Special Sauce
the Spartan pool at 4 o’clock this
Home-Made Chili with
afternoon.
30
Fresh Ground Beef .._..._
The Spartans will be led by
French Fried
Team Captain Earl Guisness, DiPrawns
ver Pat McConnell, Free-styler
ANDREE’S SPECIAL
George Haines, and Backstrokev

850.

Horne-Made Appl Dumpling
with hot rum_ Sauce

25-11

Williams Receives
All-Star Proposal

A game between the CIBA senior All-Stars and the CCAA senior All -Stars to be played June
2 has been proposed by Wes Mathias, sports writer of the San
Jose News, and Vic DiTulio, Spartan booster, in a letter to Coach
Walt Williams.
The game would be played at
Municipal stadium and judges
would choose the outstanding
player in the game. The outstanding player would be sent to the I
World Series out of the profits’
of the encounter, and any surplus would be put into a treasury
for a backlog. If the game draws
well, the backlog will be great
enough to invite the southern
California CIAA teams, Sotithern
California, and UCLA, next year.
Coach Williams has gone an record as favoring the idea and he
says "the game will do a lot to
stimulate interest in college baseball."
If all the colleges notified agree
to play the game, the line-up of
teams will look something like
this: the CIBA team will be cont.’
prised of University of California.
Stanford, St. Mary’s Santa Clara
and probably University of San
Francisco.
The CCAA line-up of teams
probably will be San Jose State
college, College of Pacific, Cal
Poly, and possibly Fresno State.
A board of sportswriters would
be chosen (no professional scouts)
and the board would choose the
All -Stars from the various teams.

FULLFILLMENT IN MARRIAGE

"MARRIAGE FOR TOMOROW"
"Are Morals Obsolete?"
UNITARIAN CHURCH

ADOEkE ("RED,. LODGE

Russo, Don Gale and Parnay
are ready to go against the Tigers, however.
Following the COP meeting,
the local racket wielders will travel to San Luis bib() to meet
Cal Poly on Monday. The locals
play Santa Barbara at Santa Barbara next Tuesday, Redlands university or Santa Barbara J.C. at
Santa Barbara on Wednesday,
Ojai
three-day
and enter the
tourney beginning Thursday.
Jefferson high school (Los Angeles ) has TWO 24 ft. broad
jumpers, a 9.7 sec. sprinter, 51.7
sec. quarter miler, a 2 min. 2.3
sec. half miler, and a 4 min. 34.8
sec. miler. The Democrats are
state CIF champions.

Scalpers?
No, you don’t have to sae a scalper
to giot good seats to this year’s
Revelries.

"Low Button Shoes"
There are still plenty of good seats
left. Gat your tickets at the Graduate Managers Office today ... but
hurry.
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Is Being Installed

Dick Lehedeff. San
nosed out the Marlins,-43--n-last
year.
Deep Dish Pies
Don Lee, Spartan freshman,yesterday swam to new pool and
Open Every Day, 7:30 a.m. ’till I a.m.
colkge records in the 1500 meter
A sprinkling system is being
Fri-Sat. till 3 a.m.Car Service
event in elimination trials.
installed on the new baseball
practice field, located on the east
side of Spartan stadium, Mr. Vic
Larson, in charge of the project,
announced Monday.
Trenches already have been
Believing in the good life here and now, Unitarians seek to make ma-riage
dug and the water pipes are ready
a deeply rewarding element of human lif. Some practical suggest’ons for
building inner richness into the shared life will be presented is this Sunfor installation. The sprinklers
day’s 11:00 o’clock sermon entitled:
will cover about four acres, providing for fresh green grass in
the outfield. The sprinklers will
be attached to the pipes below
young people will meet It 7:30 p.m.
The Charming Club for Collg-ag
the surface so that they will not
for a bull session on th very real question:
hinder the safey of the athletes.
A new backstop has been set
up, and the Spartan horsehiders
will be able to practice without
Interfering with the track athat the
letes.

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
160 NORTH THIRD STREET
Nathaniel Laurie, Minister

By FRAN FRROTAv
Inspired by three straight tennis victories in the last week, San
Jose State college’s netmen face
the power-laden College of Pacific team on the Spartan City
courts at 10 a.m. tomorrow. Originally scheduled for 1:30, the
matches -have been moved ahead
because of- the track ’meet scheduled for 1;30 on Spartan field.
Tuesday’s 9-0 victory over
St. Mary’s gave Coach Ted
Mumby’s men an eight won,
three lost record for the current campaign. A San Jose triumph tomorrow would be termed an upset, however. Coach
Emmett Shoffner’s talented Tigers hold a 5-4 decision over
the USE Dons, who in turn have
downed the locals on two occasions.
Feature match of the day pits
Pacific’s Hank, Pfister against
"Butch" Krikorian. Both boast
triumphs over Conway Catton of
USF. Following Pfister in the
COP line.tip, Shoffner can choose
from any of five classy courtsters
to face Chet Bulwa, the Spartan’s
No. 2 singles player.
The Bengal mentor will probably send consistent Clint Arbuckle to meet Bulwa. Darrell
Winrich, Don Hamilton, Bob Hall
and either of two newcomers,
Don Jacobus or Hobart Miller,
will be used in the remaining four
singles spots.
Coach Mumby will probably
go along with his usual combination. Joe Dawkins, who filled
In for Dave Parnay against St.
Mary’s, may be used against the
Stockton squad.
Mumby announced that Bob Castle, Dick

Don Davis, national J. C. titlist
In the quarter rile anchored the
San Jose relay home in 48.5 sec.
against USC and Fresilo State
last week.

and so are Greyhound fares
If your "target" is the best service at lowest cost,
you can’t miss by Greyhound! It’s your best bet for
convenience, dependability and real travel pleasure.

LOW Fares Everywhere!
Stockton
Sacramento
Fresno

$1.35
2.10
2.80

Modesto
Monterey
San Francisco

$140
1.50
1.00

Pl. Yod..41 Tat

ADDITIONAL SAVINOS ON ROUND TRIP FARES

Greyhound Bus Depot

25 S. Market

C Ypre-.,s 5-4151
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Speaker Talks Mesa, Romero Will Hurl
On Philippines
Intramural Play
Today
Against
Bengals
"The political situation in the
Starts Tuesday
Philippine Islands is a lot more
The men with the Louisvilles

SPARTAN DAILY

iday, April 21, 1950

will play a twilight doubleheader with
wholesome today than it was in
the-days before the war. The peo- College of Pacific today at Municipal stadium at 3 o’clock and 8
ple recognize their problems and
as far as I can see there,is no o’clock( respectively.
The COP Bengals, coached by Hugh McWilliams, have not fared
evidence that the Philippine republic wants Communism in place
as well this season as last. They
,eof democracy."
won five out of seVen games from
These words were stated yesthe northern C:BA teams, but
terday morning in Room 116 by
this year have taken it on the
Dr. Claude Buss, professor of
snout from Santa Clara twice, St.
political science, in speaking on
Mary’s and U. of California. "
the subject "Philippine.; Today."

Opening day. of San Jose State
college’s annual Intramural softball leagues will begin tuesday
(April 25) .with 2, teams vieing
for championship honors, Director
Bill Perry announced yesterday.
Two leagues have been formed comprised .of 13 fraternity
teams and .13e1ub teams. The

IV Golfers Stomp
Menlo in Opener

season will be climaxed with a
Shaughnessy play-off with victors in each league meeting to
determine the college softball
champion. Individual gold medals will be given the winners
uith the runners-up receiving
The winning
silver medals.
team will receive a chatuplenship plaque.
every
games will be played
Tuesdayy. Wednesday and . Thurs-

day, with. majw-up garries played
off on Mondays.
Fraternity league games will
be played,,on,the Grant and Selma Olinder school fields, and Club
league games on the Jefferson
and Burnett fields.

Sonnie Adkins, fancy fielding
first baseman who compiled a
.342 batting average last year,
will lead the Bengal horsehiders
Teams comprising the Frainto the southside stadium.
ternity league are: Kappa AlSan
Jose
State
college’
junior pha, Theta Mu Sigma, phi KapThe men of Sparta have posted eight wins against nine losses varsity golf team de(,eated Menlo pa Alpha, Delta Theta Omega,
this year and will be out to go junior varsity in its first match Sigma PI; Delta Upsilon, Phi
over the .500 mark. Until the of the season yesterday at Crystal Sigma Kappa, Lambda Chi AlStanford game, the Spartans had Springs by the score of 261si-!:2. pha, Delta Sigma Gamma, TheThis afternoon the squad meets
been floundering. But the team Modesto
ta Chi, Delta Sigma Phi, Sigma
J. C. at the Hillview
seems to have found its stride course.
Alpha Epsilon, and Theta XI.
now.
Club league teams are: Tijuana
Junior Lee Osborne led the
Weak hitting, which has silKern County club, Collegiate
AC,
Spartan attack with a par 71.
vered the hair of Coach Walt
Christian Fellowship. Silver SabSpartan Bill King fired a twoWilliams this spring, has been over-par 73 to
er, Ridgerunners. Hillel, Newman
defeat Menlo’s No.
better In the last few games
club, Music department, Wee Ter1 golfer, Dick Taylor.
_Tiovs, Kappa Sigma Kappa,
except for the Rex Sox. game.
0-therlocals. vvb5ctbti
Tom Okagaki, second baseman, Men/o’s downfall were Hooks Alpha Phi Omega. Alpha Eta
Is leading the Spartan surge ’ Loveland (73), Tony Pohetny 173), ma, and -Chi Phi Sigma.
with the lumber. lie has con- Jack Lonesberry (76), and Dom
nected for a safety in the last Pagano 176).
six games.

"Corn Is Green"
MAY 4-10

sig-

,.SKATES
.

SHOES
ACCESSORIES

Skating Session, Nitsly From 8 P.M.

PHONE CY 2-3292
For Party Reservations

1066 THE ALAMEDA

Tom’ Okagald, veteran pepperpot second baseman, will lead
off for San Jose today in a twin
bill against the COP Bengals.
Okagaki has hit in six consecutive games.

"Mauling" Mel Stein and Don1
"Old Pro" Lopes have shown pow- ,
er at the plate for the Spartans.
Dave McCarty also has blasted
out several hits in the clutch.
Judo coach Yosh Uchida anSan Jose probably will send its nounced yesterday that he will
one-two hurling punch. against cluxis.e-his varsity fox the coming
the Bengals today, Pete Mesa and San Jose State college Judo InRalph Romero.
vitational tournament, from the

Uchida Chooses
Local Grapplers

Drivein and leave the rest to the attendant.
We’ll match prices with
anyoneplus service

Men Get Awards.

Ethyl 23.4c
Reg. 21.4c

Freshman honors in boxing,
basketball, wrestling, and gymnastics will be awarded at the
SJSC-COP track meet Saturday, according to Athletic Manager Jerry Vroom. Attendance
of all award winners is requested.

$ A A VON
-7;

following list of top-flight Spartans: George Best, Marl Tullis,

SERVICE STATION
Corner 4th & William

$40.75 VALUE

Bob Harpainter, Bruce Hipkins,
Warren Ramey, Harry Carleson,
Johnnie Johnson, and Ford Harvey.
"This list is purely tentative,"
Uchida said.
The tournament will be held
in the Spartan gym, April 29.
Teams from all over the state will
compete for honors.

FOR
ONLY

FOR A F:NE EVENING
... the . . .

Cambrian
Bavarian Gardens
DUTCH COOKERY
REFRESHMENTS
FUN
OTIS A. ZORN, Prop.

San Jose-Los Gatos Highway 17
at Union Ave.
PHONE CAMPBELL 2238

$2.50 k-t

BOOKS GOOD FOR ONE YEAR
FREE

FREE

Airplane Passenger Flight at
California Avviation
Municipal Airport

FREE

FREE

Horse Back Ride at Sunset
Stables Penitencia Road, Alum
Rock Park

FREE

FREE

Battery Recharge - 2 Dar
-free Rental at Guerin-400ms
Grant and Market Streets

FREE

FREE

$1.00 Cerdit on $4.50 Tune-Up
at Johnny Richards
1st and Virginia Streets

FREE

FREE

FREE

Chassis Lubrication at
Shorty’s Signal Service
661 Willow

FREE

Green Fee at
Hillview Golf Course
Tully and King Rd.

FREE

FREE

$5.00 Portrait at
Calados Studios
1207 E. Santa Clara

FREE

FREE

10 Free Skate Admissions at
Rollerland
1066 The Alameda

FREE

FREE

2 Miniature Golf Games at
Miniature Golf 382 E. Santa
Clara

FREE

FREE

FREE

Cleaning - Set of Spark Plugs
at Esteme_Motor Service
160 W. Julian St.

FREE

FREE

Auto Driving Lesson at
Bobs Driving School
910 The Alameda

FREE

Lesson in Body Building, Wrestling
Judo, Reducing or Gaining at

Health Unlimited, 130 Post St.

FREE

FREE

5 Ice Cream Cones at Dryers
Grand Ice Cream Fountain
Lunch 2939 Park

FREE

FREE

Class Lesson in Ballroom or
Tap at Gordon Kieth Dance
Studios - 376 Almaden

FREE

FREE

4 Accordion Lessons at San
Jose Accordion Studios
660 S. 3rd St.

FREE

FREE

Auto Rock Chassis Lubrication
at Dobbs and Brawley
Lafayette and Clay Sts.

FREE

FREE

Front Wheels Repacked at
Richard and Richards - 808
The Alameda

FREE

FREE

Hour Bicycle Rental at Mayfair
Bike Shop . 1215 E. Santa
Clara

FREE

FREE

Hour Free Bicycle Ride at
West Side Bike Shop
1457 The Alameda

FR5E

FREE

10 Cups of Coffee at
Bermudez Cafe
600 Grant Street

PAY NO MORE FOR THIS BOOK
HERE’S WHAT MAKES THIS OFFER POSSIBLE The answer is no secret. Many National Advertisers do the same thinggive you a free sample of the7r products or
services to create GOOD WILL and contact new customers. We The Advertisers for the merchants advertised here are doing the same thing, giving you through this
FREE SERVICE BOOK, samples of the services in which they specializeto convince you That they can service you better. W feel that in this way they will make many
many new friends and customers.
YOU PAY ONLY $2.50 for your book to cover the cost of printing, advertising and selling. Coupons, pay in full for $40.75 in
(Only One Book to a Customer). Books will be Sold for a Shoort Time Only. Books available Ara
ISSUE IS LIMITED!
-AVMs

servio.
fenpunpus rapresentafives or

APPLY AT SALES HEADQUARTERS

DUNK CLARK’S TENNIS SHOP
58. S. 4th Street

7

San Jose, California
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Tribute Paid to Unsung!
Toiling Revelries Cast

-F-riday, April 21, 1950

SPARTAN DAILY

(Editor’s note: This is the last of a series of foul...argil:as
Daily staff reporter Redonie Nunes which hove fracas’ th colorful back
ground and history of Rvalries.)

By DONNIE NUNES
Writing the final article of a series is like Clng-i’liiiirana
’frying to recall what was said.
So many words have been written about "Low Button Shoes.

IIMMOMMINNOMMMIligra101114K,s

(ifeRoche and Lorraine DaItetreme right) stars in
"Low Button Shoes", dance the
Charleston in preparation for
Weilneeday night’s opening performaribe of the 1950 Revelries.
schedules
rehearsal
Runes’.
ha
kept cast members busy
for Several months. The show
will , ,Ipe presented April 26
through 29.
photo by lithienbrant
f,

abommammom

Watson, What Does Pop Hunt Cuts
’BF’ Day Mean? Golden Hair
Wednesday, April 26 is "BF
day.": Does anybody know what
"BF" stands for? Could itmean
"be friendly" day? Dees it mean
"be foolish" day? Is- it "get a
boy friend" day? Who knows?
Wednesday. April 26 is also
another big day at San Jose State
college, It is the first of -four
days when Spartah Revelries,
"Low Button Shoes" will be presented. Could there be a tie-in
there? If so what could it be?
The Spartan Daily is usually
in -the-know around ’these parts.
When it isn’t lrfeWs much to be
paid as penalty.
All sleuths of questionable or
unquestionable character are
vited 16 give the Daily any information regarding -the mysterious
"BF’ day. In the meanflme keep
posted and reserve seats in the
Graduate
Manager’s office to
"Low Button Shoes", 60 cents
to students and 90 cents to the
general public.

a.

Delkieuely. Prepsred

BARBECUED

Spareribs
Chicken
Beef
COME WITH THE GAL,
THE GUY, OR THE GANG!
We Cater to Simeon’
and Privets Parties

617’ Faculty Meet
The second in the series of Student Y "Meet your faculty" lunches will be held in the Student
Y lounge Friday at 11:30 a.m. Dr.
Gene A. Wallar of the Psychology
department wil be one of the faculty guests.
The "Meet your faculty" series
was originated with the idea
of giving students an opportunity
to chat with faculty members in
an informal atmosphere.

Chalet Cafe
NEWALL

31 WEST SAN CARLOS

NEW

SMORGASBORD LUNCHEONS
750
You help yourseff to as much as you wont from dozens of salads
and relishes. Then comes the hot entre*, dessert and drink.
SMORGASBORD DINNERS $1.00
Cornplot with soup, mho*, dsusrt and dr44.

PIZZERIA NAIPOUTANO
Spaghetti

Dinners
85c and up

and

Pine

Open from I I VA.
to I A.M.
Closed on
Monday

Also

Pius prepared
to tali* out.

FINE ITALIAN FOODS
292 SOUTH MARKET

Twenty-five thousand Spartan hair cuts! That’s the conservative figure estimated by
Arthur (Pop) Hunt for. the:time
he’s operated his littie tobOiN
"just around the corner", at
1
135.
E. San Carlos street.,
Pop, a,tag
name which students
ged on Hunt years ago, probably
has known more Spartans than
any other person, on or off the
campus.
Pop has operated three_ or
four different barber slaps
within walking distance of the
campus since 1920. He has been
in his present shop for about
20 years, although in 1937 he
got a change of scenery when
his building was waved from
the present Hale’s parking lot
on Second street.
Pop can remember when the
tallest building in town was the
First National bank. Although he
has seen a great number of changes on the campus itself, and has
witnessed the coming and going
of thousands of students, he does
not believe the Spartan of 1950
has changed greatly from his brothers and sisters of former years.
Pop Hunt did his first bit of
professional tonsorial work In
St. Louis in 1904. Although his
memory Is not too accurate in
recalling dates or places, he remembers that year especially
well as the date of the World’s
Columbian Exposition, which
was held in St. Louis. Prior to
that time, he modestly recalls
having done a strenteh IS the
army during. the felpaniii4reserican
He entered the service when be
was 16 and managed to get in
quite a bit of traveling during his
enlistment. He picked up the art
of barbering while in the army
and supplemented his learning
later by attending barber college.
Married, and the father of two
I children, Hunt new makes his
home at 45 S. 21st street.
"I was born near Charlotte,
North Carolina, May 10, somewhere in the ’80’s, but why talk
about dates?" says the likeable
old fellow. He hasn’t spent a single day in bed sick, and, although
he has no set formula for attaining good health, he confesses that
plenty of hominy and black-eyed
peas might have had some effect
on the well-being he now enjoys.
Pap prefers to perform his
work leisurely, but does his
best to conform with students’
schedules. The phrase, "I thank
you many times"which he reseries for those moments in the
course of his business when he
Is remunerated for his services,
is one for which he is famous.

and the hardships it weathered
before coming into the final lap
that fUrther explanation of the
subject seems useless. YeS, before
closing the book, it hardly seems I
fair to forget the beginning when
there is lanichs. to explain about
_the__end.
t
Little -lute been said about
the 0140,40 Wittig’ would Revelbp without Its east? The
east. onset’ alt. titers, but its
diligence during these last pres7sured
Itas been commendable.
Next Wednesday night at 8
o’clock when sitting in the audience, one will see only the grease
paint, costumes and props on the
rage of Ow Morris Dailey audihind_ail__Ilioseproperf--,
ties are people. They all will have
bonsiderabie-eases of stage fright.
It matters not how long and
drawn-wit those nights of reheiusal,hatre been. It matters
not how. Jemmy pages of political science weren’t read or how
many coffee dates were turned
down simply because there was
not time. Yet, strangely and
oddly enough all of those students_ are just exactly tha
dents. They had to he or they
couldn’t have been considered
for a part In the production.
No persons on pro could participate, the regulations from the
Revelries board stated. How did
they do it? That’s a good one to
alkTheee’s more to college than
studying, many young people have
said, but the ones to admire are
those who can get a little of studying and pleasure mixed together.
Audiences will remember "Low
Button Shoes" for face value
colorful costumes, nice legs, pretty faces, funny jokes, and possible
ittiWiliAL -
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ABSOLUTELY NO,
FLAT NOTES
WHEN YOU DINE

elm
I Mile North of Mt. View
DINNERS...
...BANQUET

ROOM

Special student dinners yly
Sunday from 4 to 7Closed Mondays & Tuesd4ys

a

BOWL FOR
4

RECREATION
at’the Home of

Spartan Bowlers
ii

New Physician
Full time doctors in the Health
office have been increased to four
by -the acquisition of Dr. R. W.
Jepson this quarter, Miss Margaret ’INvombly announced Monday.
Jepson replaces Dr. Herbert
Tearse.
The new physician on campus
received his MD from the University of Minnesota. He studied
at the universities of Pennsylvania, Dartmouth, Michigan and
In Zurich, Switzerland. He served
in the U.S. Navy during World
War IT.

Men’s and Women’s P.E.
classes held here.
Fed "Duffy" Paiva, Mgr.
We foohno a full tia of
Bowling Ball Bess and Shoes

12 Lanes
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
Open from 10 A.M.

JOSE BOWL
172 W. Santa Clara CY 1-9727

enio, ziA
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111
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Wien

"Known for
Good Food"
17 E. Santa Clara Street

AMERICA’S MOST SENSATIONAL
AUTO RADIO VALVE MODEL 4(X)
Not just a bargain radio but a high quality Motorola set Precision-engineered to deliver full power, ,rich tone consistently
fine performance. Fits all cars sind trucis . . .

COMPLETE WITH SPEAKER CONTROL
HEAD AND MOUNTING BRACKET . .

AMERICAN

$3995

AUTO-.
SUPPLY
NORTHEAST CORNER 3rd AND SANTA CLARA

-

